
 
From: "vchen@bmj.com" <vchen@bmj.com> 
Date: Wednesday, 12 August 2015 5:55 pm 
To: "Jureidini, Jon (Health)" <Jon.Jureidini@sa.gov.au>, Barbara Squire <bsquire@bmj.com> 
Subject: Re: timing for ID BMJ.2014.022376.R6BMJ 
 
Dear Professor Jureidini  
 
Thanks for your message - we have moved it to the 12 Sept issue. Barbara will be in 
touch with the proofs once they are ready. 
 
Best wishes 
 
Vivien 
 
On 12 August 2015 at 09:21, Jureidini, Jon (Health) <Jon.Jureidini@sa.gov.au> wrote: 
Hi  
I understand that you plan to publish on line in the first week of September. That sounds 
exciting, but 
do you have a timeline that fits the fact that I am uncontactable from 15-23 August, as is Dr Le 
Noury? 
I don’t think we can finally approve proofs without either of us seeing them first. 
It will be great if it can be done in the time frame, but we don’t want to mess things up after all 
this time by rushing it. What do you think? 
Jon 
 
 
Vivien Chen 
Lead technical editor (Research), The BMJ 
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BMJ advances healthcare worldwide by sharing knowledge and expertise to improve 
experiences, outcomes and value. This email and any attachments are confidential. If 
you have received this email in error, please delete it and kindly notify us. If the email 
contains personal views then BMJ accepts no responsibility for these statements. The 
recipient should check this email and attachments for viruses because the BMJ accepts 
no liability for any damage caused by viruses. Emails sent or received by BMJ may be 
monitored for size, traffic, distribution and content. BMJ Publishing Group Limited trading 
as BMJ. A private limited company, registered in England and Wales under registration 
number 03102371. Registered office: BMA House, Tavistock Square, London WC1H 
9JR, UK. 
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